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Only the best of the best qualify for "Indoors," a series of fall horse shows. And of course, Tommi,

Kate, and Zara are the best. Still, it's not exactly convenient that this show series starts up just as

school is back in session. Tommi's still riding the high of selling the horse she's been training all

summer, but ego threatens to get in the way of her riding. Kate and Fitz are still the golden couple at

Pelham Lane Stables, but will a new guy at school tarnish her relationship? And Zara has a lot to

learn about East Coast schools...and boys. This addictive series just gets juicier with each book. If

our favorite equestrians have a prayer of staying at the top of their game, they're going to have to

rein in the drama!
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I am IN LOVE with this series!!!! Especially this book! I've been riding for over 10 years, and I can

relate to showing in the A circuit. It's great because I've personally known people that are almost

identical to each character within the series, so it's fun to be able to connect them to the characters.

In this book, I really enjoyed Zara's friendship with the other girls, and I especially loved Fitz and his

relationship with Kate. The characters are so easy to relate to, and even more so if you've shown in

the A circuit. The only thing that made me sad about this book was the ending. I felt like there

should be more! So hopefully there'll be another book!!!!

I couldn't put my copy down with the drama,relativity and of course the horses! I loved the

perspective of all three girls instead of one telling the story. I have read the whole series and with

the 3 person perspective it helps you fall in love for each character in there own way.Zara-

privileged daughter if a rockstar.Tommi- privileged but doesn't want people to think that's why she

wins.Kate- working student always working and has the cutest boyfriend named FitzRead it!! Do it!!!

Continuing the saga - fun, light read of the big-time horse show world, co-authored by someone

who's been there, done that. Georgina provides enough realism so those of us experienced

horsepeople read it as 'fluff' and aren't infuriated by stupidity.Keep them coming, Georgina - I

alternate 'fluff' with 'hard reads' so I don't cry through ALL my lunches!

The reason I have this book all five stars is because it was very interesting and it keep me intersed

all the way though out the. Book the part about when Kate got to ride in indoors was my favorite part

in the book is that moment . And it tells y poo u to never err give up no matter what.And I can not

what to read the next one if there is one these books are the best in the world to me

Ok I loved this book. I picture myself as Kate every time. I also love Fitz and find that the books are

just perfect. Though I love horses in real life and in an equestrian myself I normally hate horse

books but these ones are perfect!

ordered for library

These books are total fluff, but so much fun! I'm hooked because the horse elements are so spot-on

- and the characters have gotten a bit less annoying as the series has gone on.



I would have like to read more about Fitz and Kate and where their relationship was heading. Also

more about Kate and Flame. Other than that 5 stars for this book!
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